
Please see an update of the last few weeks news. Please continue to send useful information on 
what you are seeing too to cyber@bamboo.tech.

Phishing emails for purported new business 
opportunities.

Password service alerts purporting to be Microsoft 
originating.

Smishing from what appears to be HMRC Online. 

WHAT WE’VE SEEN

For further information or indicators of compromise please email cyber@bamboo.tech 

WHAT WE’VE HEARD ABOUT
Spear-phishing - campaigns directing authorised 
contacts in Finance or accounts departments to pay 
suppliers swiftly to new bank details. 

Chaser emails are distributed from what appear to 
be internal accounts department email addresses 
to customer contacts. These emails, that may have 
one character difference in the domain, go to 
your customer accounts departments requesting 
accounts are brought up to date by a certain date 

and that ‘new bank account details’ will be provided 
to settle swiftly. 

Recommended actions: 
Ensure those authorised to make supplier payments 
are encouraged to check email requests for 
payment, specifically those citing a change in bank 
details. 
Implement Multi Factor Authentication to your 
processes. 

Malware

Endpoint Protection 

Users are advised to keep endpoint 
protection (antivirus, anti-malware) 
updated with the latest definitions; 
this will help mitigate the risks of 
downloading and installing known 
malware-related cyber threats.
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For further information or indicators of  
compromise please email cyber@bamboo.tech 

WHAT WE’VE BEEN MADE AWARE OF

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?

Nefilim

Nefilim is a new ransomware family that shares 
much of its code with Nemty. The malware first 
emerged in February 2020 and likely spreads 
via exposed Remote Desktop Services. The main 
difference between the two ransomwares is 
Nefilim removed the Ransomware-as-a-Service 
(RaaS) component and instead relies on email 
communications for payment instead of a Tor 
payment site. Notably, Nefilim threatens to release 
data stolen from the infected network if the victim 
fails to pay the ransom within seven days.

The ransomware utilizes the AES-128 encryption 
algorithm. This AES encryption key is then 
encrypted by an RSA-2048 public key that is 
embedded in the ransomware executable. Nefilim 
then appends the .NEFILIM extension to all 
encrypted files.

This threat affects Windows operating systems. This 
threat does not affect macOS or Linux operating 
systems.

The attack vector is likely via exposed Remote 
Desktop Services.

Impact

The impact of this threat is high. Initial analysis 
shows that Nefilim is a secure ransomware and
there is no known file recovery method at time of 
writing.

Recommended action:

Check that public RDP access is either disabled 
or else that it is restricted to known source IP 
addresses. Note that the outdated strategy of 
simply changing the RDP port number is not 
effective in preventing such attacks.
Review your backup strategy, keeping in mind that 
the attackers work to establish a presence before 
they act so they will likely have time to compromise 
your backups. Also because it’s often neglected, 
check your off-site backup access security and 
retention strategy -  you don’t want anyone getting 
at the off-site backups. When did you last check 
your off-site backups?

Network administrators note: Direct public RDP 
access, regardless of port number should never be 
enabled unless it is restricted to specific source IP 
addresses. If it has been implemented then at the 
very least it should be replaced with a RDP gateway 
which works over HTTPS and uses a SSL certificate. 
Another possible remote access solution is for 
remote clients to VPN into the system LAN and 
then establish a local RDP connection. However, 
measures need to be in place so that  any VPN 
client is secure and not compromised before they 
connect.

Cyber terminology can be confusing. Take a look at 
the next page to see a quick guide to some of the 
more common terms.

Stay SecureStay Connected Stay Vigilant
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For further information or indicators of  
compromise please email cyber@bamboo.tech 

A quick guide to some of the cyber terms you might see us using:
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